[1] Titan's extensive atmosphere and exosphere interact with Saturn's rotating 7 magnetospheric flow. We have studied this interaction with an advanced hybrid simulation 8 model which employs a realistic ion composition in the upstream flow (subsonic O + and 9 H + ) and has improved spatial resolution. We present results for both the general 10 characteristics of the interaction and the behavior of the O + flow ions near the exobase for 11 the conditions during the Voyager 1 flyby. Our model shows that the ionotail and the 12 magnetotail bend in a direction opposite to the convection electric field. This is validated 13 with the total force on the incident flow species derived from basic plasma equations. We 14 also present a simulated impact map for the oxygen ions of the flow with total 15 O + precipitation rate 1. 
[6] The ion precipitation into an atmosphere gives rise to 117 various physical phenomena as the precipitating ions have 118 elastic and inelastic collisions with neutral atoms and 119 molecules of the atmosphere. In collisional reactions ions 120 can ionize neutrals and thus be a source of new electrons 121 and ions. The resulting electrons increase the conductivity 122 and can therefore affect the electric currents and also the 123 magnetic fields at lower altitudes. The new ions, on the 124 other hand, can interact with the neutrals resulting in new 125 ion species. Some reactions result in excited neutrals that 126 emit photons as they return to the ground state. The elastic 127 collisions are a source of neutral heating. However, a 128 quantitative estimation of these effects call for more exten-129 sive studies, for example three-dimensional (3-D) Monte 130 Carlo (MC) simulations. There is a plausible and already 131 applied scenario of using the impact rates from a hybrid 132 model in such studies. As a first step, the ion impact rates 133 are derived with a hybrid model, then the rates of various 134 elastic and inelastic collisions are calculated with a three-135 dimensional MC model, and finally the obtained rates are 136 used as source terms in a photochemical model. (Neubauer et al. [1984] ; see also Sittler et al. [2005] ), but 168 otherwise the parameters were the same.
169
[10] The right-handed coordinate system is as follows.
170
With the origin at the center of Titan, the X axis points number density and the radial velocity. The total impact rate 231 is the sum of products of these fluxes and the corresponding 232 exobase surface areas. This we call the derived impact rate. 233 These methods can in principle be used also for the 234 exospheric ions, but their production in our hybrid model 235 is not self-consistent at the exobase.
236
[14] The fields and particles were propagated using the 237 following formulas during each time step in a leapfrog 238 scheme (which is not explicitly written here). First each 239 particle is moved by a displacement
241 where index i labels each macroparticle and dt is the time 242 step. The second step is the propagation of the electro-243 magnetic fields. This starts with the calculation of the 244 electric current densityj as a curl of the magnetic fieldB:
247
[15] Then the electron velocity U e is calculated from 248 another formula for the current density:
250 where we use the quasi-neutrality: 
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[19] We present the key results from the simulation run to 
302
One can also notice that the current sheet, seen as an area of 303 low magnetic field, is quite extended in the Y direction.
304
Some artifacts are present where the grid density changes 305 around X = À8.5 R T . The maximum of the magnetic field is 306 located more on the +Y hemisphere of Titan rather than in
307 the center of the ramside, as was seen clearly also in our 308 previous study [Sillanpää et al., 2006] .
309
[21] The draping of the magnetic field lines is shown in 310 Figure 2 . The magnetic tail lobes are clearly seen in 311 Figure 2a . The current sheet between the lobes is not as 312 sharp as expected; this is due to our finite cell size that is 313 rather large compared to the width of the current sheet. The 314 asymmetry of the interaction can also be seen in the draping 315 pattern (see Figure 2b) ; there seems to be one draping layer 316 on the ramside of the magnetic barrier and another below it. 317 In Figure 3 we show the magnitude and direction of the 318 magnetic field at the height of the exobase. The magnetic 319 field is very symmetric in the north-south direction, as 320 expected from the symmetry of the situation. However, the 321 magnetic field is much larger in the sector between the ram Figure 1 ). In these 338 areas the convection electric fieldẼ C = ÀŨ e ÂB is close 339 to the upstream value owing to largeB even though the 340 electron velocityŨ e is decreasing with the bulk ion flow. Saturn.
346
[23] The ion density is high all around Titan within r < 2 R T
347
and thus the exosphere close to Titan acts as a diamagnetic 348 obstacle for the magnetic field carried by the incoming flow.
349
(There are white areas within the absorption radius in all the Figure 3a the horizontal axis corresponds to the angle phi, which is defined with zero in the direction of X axis (against the undisturbed flow) and increasing toward the +Y direction; zero longitude in the plots is in the ram direction. The vertical axis is the angle theta, which corresponds to the latitude in the nominal orientation with zero in the equator and increasing northward. Figure 4 . There 364 is a small area of low ion density located very close to Titan 365 at X = À2 R T in the middle of the wake. Also in Figure 4a 366 there are emerging ions in the middle of the wake after X = 367 À3 R T . These are ions from the bent tail being accelerated in 368 the +Y direction by the convection electric field.
369
[24] H + and H 2 + densities from the simulation are shown 370 in Figure 5 for the Y = 0 and Z = 0 planes. results. Figure 6 shows the direction of the velocity and Figure 6c shows a large 396 area of higher velocities toward Titan on the +Y side of 397 Titan. Both of these 2-D maps of the exobase were created 398 with the 3-D interpolation method described in the model 399 section.
400
[26] In Figure 6d is the O + flux map at r = 4200 km. It is a 401 product of the values in O + density and radial velocity maps 402 in Figure 6b and 
where the integration is over the surface of the exobase, q is (Figures 2 and 6 ), the main features 432 seem very similar. In all these mappings the highest values 433 are located near the zero latitude. The areas of high values 434 extend northward and southward from the equator in an 435 angle so that the highest values at ±60 to ±80 degrees of 436 latitude have a shift around +90 degrees in the phi 437 coordinate from the equatorial maximum. These features 438 seem to occur in the same location for both of the flow ion 439 species with the equatorial maximum at phi equal to À40 440 to 0 degrees. The total magnetic field maximum is located 441 more on the +Y side with the equatorial maximum at phi 442 equal to +20 to +60 degrees.
443
[29] We have made simulation runs also with larger CH 4 + 444 and N 2 + production rates (+75% and +40%, respectively, 445 with a similar Chamberlain density profile) than those in the 446 simulation run presented. The general characteristics 447 remained very much the same, and change in the derived 448 impact rates of the flow ions was less than 10%. Thus we 449 feel confident that the O + precipitation is quite stable with respect to the production rates of the pickup ions. [30] The results presented in this paper give a global view 454 of the effects that the motion of ions has on Titan's 455 magnetospheric plasma interaction when taken into account 456 self-consistently. The greatest differences to the results from 457 MHD models are the asymmetries in the plane perpendicular 458 to the upstream magnetic field (e.g., Z = 0). Namely, the 459 bending of the tail structures in the direction of ÀẼ C and the 460 shift of the maximum magnetic field from the ram direction. 
467
[31] Using equations (3), (4), and (5) we can rewrite the 468 average Lorentz force in the hybrid scheme on an ion of 469 species i using the bulk velocity of that ion speciesŨ i .
470
Multiplying the result with the number density n i gives the local force density accelerating the ion species i: However, the latter term in equation (9) , showed the same main 527 features as seen in the total ion density that was dominated 528 by the heavier species, namely the bent ionotail and density 529 enhancements in the magnetic tail lobes near Titan. All in 530 all, the broad area where H 2 + ions are created seems to form 531 only a weak and seemingly negligible obstacle for the ion 532 flow.
533
[35] In this study the incident flow consisted of protons 534 and O + ions with their thermal velocities exceeding the bulk 535 velocity. Their ability to penetrate through the magnetic 536 barrier and into the magnetic lobes was very different; while 537 the proton density drops by a factor of ten within the lobes, 538 there cannot be seen any decrease in the O + density. Also 539 the O + impacts on the exobase seems to be nearly uninhib-540 ited by the magnetic barrier as the O + densities and 541 velocities at the exobase can even exceed the upstream 542 averages. On the other hand the H + was to a large degree 543 deflected by the magnetic barrier. The determining factor for 544 the trajectory of an ion and especially its ability to penetrate Titan's magnetic barrier is its magnetic rigidity:
546 547 where m is the mass of the ion, v ? is its speed perpendicular 548 to the magnetic field and q its charge, r L is its Larmor radius 549 and B the magnetic field strength. At this point we can only 550 make a rough estimate for a cutoff magnetic rigidity that 551 would determine the minimum rigidity necessary for an 552 upstream ion to penetrate through Titan's magnetic barrier. 
